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ProtectPro Technology- Smart Defender & Cell
Introduction to ProtectPro Technology

ProtectPro Technology neutralizes/harmonizes the electromagnetic radiation from
3G, 4G, and 5G technologies and in many products - see page 7.

In the product’s field of protection, those things which have a negative impact on biological systems on
biological entities (humans, animals, plants etc.) are neutralized/harmonized on the information level
Hyperspace - see page 2.

ProtectPro “Cell”

Protection against electromagnetic radiation from mobile phones in 4G & 5G.
Field of protection: aprox 2 meters / 7 feet in radius

ProtectPro “Smart Defenders”

Protection against electromagnetic radiation from smart meters, WiFi, GPS, mobile phones, monitors,
regular cars with a combustion chamber, electric cars, transmission towers, trains, and the harmful
effects of geopathic zones* and radioactive radiation when traveling by airplanes.

My Smart Defenders devices listed below, form a spherical pattern filed of protection. Placing the product

on the ground floor of a house also covers space below in the basement and above on the second flor

and perhaps the third floor. The coverage field size depends on which of the following three models is

used.

ProtectPro “Smart Defender SD 5”

Field of Protection: 5 meter / 15 ft radius or 10 meter / 30 ft diameter.

ProtectPro “Smart Defender SD 10”

Field of Protection: 10 meter / 30 ft radius or 20 meter / 60 ft diameter.

ProtectPro “Smart Defender SD 50” .

Field of Protection: 50 meter / 150 ft radius or 100 meters / 300 ft diameter.
Geopathic Zones* are naturally occuring magnetic and electromagnetic raditions that harm the human
body and certain animals and plants. For details please visit: https://protectpro.net/geopathic-zones/
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“If you want to find the secrets of the universe,
think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.”
Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)

Hyperspace & Reference Space

The outstanding German physicist, Burkhard Heim (1925 - 2001), has scientifically and
mathematically proven that a material level that we can see and an information level that
we cannot see, both exist.
He called these 2 areas:

Reference Space = the energy/material level
Hyperspace = the information level

Everything that is energy/matter is not information.
Everything that is information is not energy/matter.

Each material (energy/matter) level also has its own corresponding information level
(Hyperspace).
Where energy/matter ends (Reference Space), information (Hyperspace) begins.

Energy/matter ist mostly visible (like casr, people, animals, plants etc.) with a few
exceptions: radio radiation, earth radiation, cosmic radiation, air, gravity and electricity.
But these are also energy/matter and, although not visible, still belonging to
material/energy of the Reference Space.
However we can not see information.

Information (Hyperspace) differs from energy/matter (Reference Space) in that it is not
energy and non-material. Information is "only" information.
Each energy/matter object has an identical, informational image in the informational
space (Hyperspace) of that same object.
The decisive factor is that the information of the Hyperspace influences the Reference
Space via what is called the interaction channels.
Over the course of many years many with the help of mainframes computers, many
technicians and physicists have confirmed the accuracy of Mr.Heim’s theories.
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Here are two examples:

1. The electromagnetic radiation from a transmission tower.

This physical frequency (albeit invisible in this particular case) is in the

Reference Space has its own identical informational frequency in its own Hyperspace.
2. A cell phone.

This material, visible object (Reference Space) has its own identical informational image
= frequency in its own Hyperspace.

Everything that exists has these two spaces: a Reference Space that is materially
energetic and a Hyperspace that is non-materially informational.

My ProtectPro Technology always addresses the Hyperspace, regardless of the product.

I am using a proprietary inversion process (see page 7), to neutralize/harmonize/nullify the
harmful radiation in the Hyperspace of the source that caused the harmful radiation.
Sources that were previously harmful are harmonized, zeroed and thus their harmful
effects on biological entities are eliminated.

My products communicate with their own Hyperspace. That Hyperspace communicates
with the Hyperspace of the harmful sources to nullify its harmful effects.

This communication is how my products work and the cause of success in harmonizing
/nullifying harmful fields.

Neutralization does not take place on the physical level! This neutralization takes place
exclusively in the Hyperspace of the disturbing source.
In Reference Space, everything is physical.
In Hyperspace, everything is information.

Scientific tests at the BESA INSTITUTE in Austria have verified that all ProtectPro
products by IPC neutralize the harmful effects on biological entities. It does not affect the
way the physical components work. The cell phones work, but they no longer have a
negative impact i.e. on the mobile phone user.
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House biologists, specializing in healthy environments to work and live in, as well as
amateurs and semi-professionals, work with measuring devices available on the market
that are designed to show electromagnetic radiation.

If someone uses a cell phone and you measure the exposure of radiation with one of these
measuring devices, you will read a value. Let's say the meter measures 2000**
microwatts per square meter. If we now use i.e. our ProtectPro CELL phone protection,
this meter will still read 2000. Why ? ? The meter still registers because this type of
measuring device can only measure the values in the physical Reference Space. It cannot
measure changes in Hyperspace. We have harmonized the electromagnetic radiation in
the Hyperspace of the mobile phone.

With our ProtectPro Technology “CELL” or “Smart Defender” the cell phones work, but
they no longer have any negative effects on the user. The natural harmful radiation on
earth (Geopathic Zones) is still there, but it no longer has a disruptive, harmful effect on
biological entities.

Almost all measuring devices in our society can only measure the energetic/physical
energy, but cannot measure the information in the Hyperspace. So they measure the
quantity, but not the quality. An odometer measures the speed of the car, but not its driving
quality. A scale measures a patient's weight, but not health. A country's gross national
product measures the monetary values, but not the quality of life of the population of the
country.

It doesn't matter which kind of physical radiation needs to be handled. This can be
electromagnetic radiation, harmful earth radiation, or other harmful radiation. Whether
radiation is from cell phone networks like 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G or the new 5G, from harmful
naturally occurring radiation and / or other harmful radiating objects, all can be neutralized
/ harmonized using the same technology. We expressly emphasize - the change occurs
first on the information level in Hyperspace.

When you make a phone call, your cell phone is connected via signals from the
transmission tower through electromagnetic radiation technology. We do not direct our
technology to the Reference Space of the tower nor to the cell phone.

In order to receive WiFi signals or to make cell phone calls, you must have
electromagnetic radiation. One can't use these devices without it. If someone claims to
have products that will stop or reduce the electromagnetic radiation, this statement should
be viewed with great skepticism.
** Humans have a natural electromagnetic field of 80 microwatts per square meter and
should not be exposed to more than 100. German house biologists classify the level of
more than 1000 microwatts per square meter classified as highly harmful to health, which
is a mild way to put it. A cell phone has easily 2000 and more and an electric car 6000
and more.
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After intensive scientifical testing, the BESA INSTITUTE came up with 961 pages of test
reports covering all myproducts. Because of the results of these tests, the BESA
INSTITUTE bestowed a certificate on every IPC product confirming that IPC products
effectively perform as claimed.
See my website: https://protectpro.net/besa-certificates/

A person (being) has a material level (Reference Space). What is visible is condensed
matter and that is why the person is visible. But a person also has an informational level
(Hyperspace) that is not visible. The information level looks exactly like Peter, only it is not
visible.

So changing the information in the Hyperspace with my ProtectPro Technology also
changes the Reference Space through the so-called interaction channels existing
between these 2 different spaces. So the matter in this person consequently changes. For
example if this information were healing information, then this change could possibly help
to heal the sick matter (cells, cell groups, organs, etc.). This is why distant healing is
possible.

I have repeatedly said in my workshops and interviews in recent years that the future of
medicine is not pills and white coats; it is frequency medicine.
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Inversion

Physicists know the term: inversion. A frequency above the zero line is inverted by placing the same
frequency below the zero line. In mathematics, a plus two and a minus-two result in zero. Both
frequencies cancel each other out and become ineffective. They are nullified or neutralized. We can also
say both frequencies are harmonized in the Hyperspace( information level). Since information cannot be
deleted, because the information remains in the quantum physical space, one has to nullify it.
!

destructive interference

Result = 0

Destructive interference occurs when the wave crests of one wave hit the troughs of the other wave.
This creates a wave with a smaller amplitude. If the two waves have the same amplitude, they cancel
each other out and a wave with the amplitude sum 0 = 0 is created.
One can ot erase information. One has to nullify them.
!

!
Nullification includes radiation
from cell phones, networks, the earth, reception antennas and reception
antennas, reception dishes, electricity networks, the electric smog, electronic smog, and much more. To
put it simply, it could be said that practically everything that man has created with his “inventive spirit” in
! an unnatural effect on living things and
the industrial age that is related to electricity in some way had
typically have negative effects
on health.
!

! is sensible nor healthy.
Not everything man invents

Some inventions are entertaining, some sexy, some practical sometimes practical, but ultimately they are
hostile to survival. IPC is pleased to offer products that support biological health.

For more information please see my videos, talk shows, seminars, and both websites listed on page 1.

I developed with ProtectPro my own propriertary inversion technology that neutralizes harmful effects
from disruptive objects whether from cell phone networls (1G, 2G, G3, 4G or the new 5G) or any other
harmful radiation source and eliminates negative effects on biological entities.
!

I call my products quantum physical computers. They have been programmed, based on many years of
!
experience and research, and these programs are integrated into my products. We have analyzed and
probed all influences and included in the program those things that can have an adverse effect on our
biological systems. The extensive programming covers nearly every source of frequencies that are
known to be harmful to biological entities.
!

!
!
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We can only make the statement that we have programmed all the above mentioned
topics and concepts and the following topics, as listed below, under the subject areas
"Energy, Products, Objects" We have neutralized / harmonized these at their information
levels, using the technology we have developed.

- Chemtrails and their effects on biological objects (officially chemtrails do not even exist)
- nanoparticles and their effects on biological entities
- internet and cell network releases and their effects on biological entities
- electromagnetic radiation and its effects on biological entities
- solar systems and their effects on biological entities
- radioactive radiation and its effects on biological entities
- high voltage systems, alternating current, direct current and their effects on biological
entities
- dirty power and its effects on biological entities
- TV radiation and their effects on biological entities
- LED radiation and their effects on biological entities
- energy saving lamp radiation and their effects on biological entities
- fluorescent tubes and their effects on biological entities
- many other sources of interference and their effects on biological entities
Since ProtectPro Technology works on the quantum physical level, its effects can be
demonstrated with suitable measuring devices using biological entities.
This is exactly what the BESA INSTITUTE in Austria does.

Any frequency on the information level is a purely informational frequency, not a physical
frequency and can be rendered harmless to biological life forms using the described
procedure of the ProtectPro Technology and its devices. The exact technology is an IPC
Europe trade secret.

My products work on the basis of quantum physics. My work can be seen as dynamic. It
will be an ongoing process. If some “latest technology” comes up with some “new” highly
disturbing products that cause additional biological harm, then the IPC team will research
and design to support mankind.
I am always available to you. See my contacts on my websites.
With my very best regards in love and gratitude
Norbert Heuser
IPC USA Corp

IPC statements and products have not been evaluated by the FDA. IPC products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure,

or prevent any disease. IPC products contain no materials that are magnetic, electromagnetic, radioactive, toxic, or corrosive.
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